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CONSOLE CONNECTOR KIT SE-CCK8253 

 

FOR USE WITH:  HAMMOND Models A-100 

LESLIE Speakers:  251, 351 

 

Contents of Kit: 

1 -Console Connector 1 -Tremolo Control  

1 -Pigtail Cable 1 -Echo Control 

2 -Screws, 8 x ½” 1 –Instructions 

4 -Screws, 6 x ¾” (HME) 8 -Wire Nuts 

5 -Screws, 6 x ½”, Truss Head 5 -P Clamps 

 

To Install the Kit: 

1. Attach the Echo and Tremolo controls to the wooden rail in front 

of the lower manual with the black oxide screws provided. Use 

the two mounting holes which best center the screws in the rail. 

2. Remove the console dust cover, and pass the control cables into 

the console by one of the following method:  

3. Push a small screwdriver over the felt dust seal between the 

lower manual and the knee panel. Push the cables through this 

opening into the console. From the back of the console, reach 

behind the tone generator and pull the cables through. 

4. Pass the switch cables through the slot in the rear edge of the 

shelf into the lower compartment. 

5. Position the console connector near the power amplifier, so that 

the power and control cables will reach. Install it with the 

wood screws provided. 

6. Cut the green lead which connects the amplifier output to the 

main speakers. (See “A” & “B” on Fig. 1) Remove 3/8” of 

insulation from each of the cut ends. Connect the amplifier end 

of this lead to the red lead from the Echo control with a wire 

nut. Connect the speaker end of the lead to the green lead from 

the Echo control. (See “B” on Figs. 1) 

7. Disconnect the reverberation input lead (green on A100) from the 

main speakers. (See “C” on Figs. 1) Strip and connect it to the 

orange lead from the Echo control with the wire nut provided.  

8. Cut the “hot” lead (gray or blue) from the reverberation speaker 

terminal and strip both free ends about 3/8”. 

9. Connect the yellow Echo control lead to the “hot” reverberation 

speaker terminal and connect the blue Echo control lead to the 

other lead from Step 8. 

10. (See “E” on Figs. 1) 

11. Plug the Console Connector pigtail into the 5 contact socket on 

the rear apron of the power amplifier chassis. (See “F” on Fig. 

1) 

12. Connect the brown lead from the Echo control to the brown lead 

from the Console 

13. Connector with the wire nut provided. (See “G” on Fig. 1) 

14. Connect the black lead from the Echo control to the black lead 

from the Console 

15. Connector with the wire nut provided. (See “H” on Fig. 1) 

16. Connect the Gray jacketed Red/Black wire pair from the Tremolo 

control to the Red/Black pair on the Console Connector with the 

wire nuts provided. (See “I” on Fig. 1) 
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17. Connect the Pigtail cable to the Console Connector outlet and 

plug the speaker cable into the 6 contact socket end of the 

Pigtail cable. (See “J” on Fig. 1) 

18. Adjust the speaker volume control as indicated in the manual. 

The installation is now complete. 

19. Replace the console dust cover and back and check for proper 

operation. 
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Diagrams and portions of this text originally published as P/N 034686 

by Leslie™ and downloaded from www.mitatechs.org, with no known 

copyrights in effect. 

 


